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Background
Implicit adaptation with endpoint feedback is
attenuated compared to online feedback (Taylor,
Krakauer, & Ivry, 2014)

Feedback 
presented 
throughout 
movement

Feedback presented 
when hand reaches 
target



Aim
Examining the temporal related features.

Online Endpoint

Dynamics ✓ ✕

Amount of information high low

Multi-positions ✓ ✕

Relevant to movement high low

Onset time Early Late

Duration Long Short

…

Differences between endpoint & online



Method: Clamp Feedback Tested with Web-based Platform

All data was collected using our web-based
platform -- OnPoint (Tsay. et al, 2020)

Clamp feedback

Replication of online vs endpoint



Controlling for Feedback Duration

Feedback duration:
Endpoint — 17ms
Endpoint Extend — the same as the movement time (around 75ms)

The advantage of online feedback persisted when the 
duration of endpoint feedback was extended.



Manipulation of Onset Time of Feedback

Endpoint feedback presented 
at start of movement

Presenting ”endpoint” feedback at start of movement 
produced similar adaptation as online feedback.  



Varying Onset Time of Advanced Feedback

Boost observed with advanced feedback holds over
different onset times

Three onset time conditions: 0, 17, 34ms
Feedback duration: 17ms



Variability of Feedback Timing

Varying the onset time of advance feedback (jitter feedback) 
reduces adaptation. 

Timing of endpoint feedback
is variable since it depends
on the movement time.

Is cost for endpoint due to
this variability?



Replication of Advance Effect and Jitter Effect Using Transfer Design



Spatial Variability Does Not Impact Adaptation

Temporal inconstancy Spatial inconstancy



Advantage of Online Feedback is Related to Temporal Features of the 

Feedback
o Advanced “static” feedback produced similar adaptation as online feedback.

o The boost of advanced feedback was lost when feedback timing was variable

o Standard endpoint feedback introduces variable timing due to variation in movement 
speed.

Future Questions
o Could consistent timing rescue traditional endpoint feedback?

o Similarity between motor adaptation and classic conditioning in terms of the importance 
of feedback timing

o Relevance of cerebellar dependency given its role in precise timing.
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Supplementary



Replication of Advance Effect with Veridical Rotation

N=15

Veridical Rotation of 45 degree

Washout

Advance Endpoint



Extending the duration of the advance feedback did not increase 
adaptation



Transfer Design



Time fixed feedback around endpoint

Time from the movement start (ms)

Late learning


